
eBooks: what are they? 

Although many of us have only recently heard of the term eBook, they are actually 

quite common and have existed since the early 1940’s. eBooks or electronic books 

started off being exactly that; a piece of text transferred on a computer, creating a 

storybook which could be accessed and read via a computer. Today, with the 

awareness and popularity of eBooks, they have been transformed from something 

basic to a more creative tool. In the classroom teachers are beginning to become more 

aware of eBooks, their usefulness, how they work and are even having children create 

their own. E-Books can be anything from the digital version of a paper book, to more 

interactive content that includes hyperlinks and multimedia. E-Books allow the reader 

to create and become a part of the book.  

 

eBooks: how are they different to 

conventional books? 

An eBook is quite different to traditional hard covered or paper back books as they 

are stored and accessed through a computer. EBooks created and utilized today are 

quite different from the ones first developed years ago. Traditional eBooks shared 

more similarities with traditional books compared to the eBooks created today as what 

is classified as an eBook is somewhat different. Instead of simply transferring text 

onto a computer and adding a few visual images, most eBooks today do not even 

contain words. Furthermore, eBooks today are quite interactive with sound effects and 

even animations. What makes an e-Book unique is its animations, graphics and 

mediums. 

eBooks: why should you use them? 

As a teacher in today’s classrooms it is important that we consider a variety of 

teaching and learning strategies. As computers, smart boards and lap tops are all 

becoming a permanent fixture in the majority of classrooms today; it is important that 

we continue to find new purposes for them. Instead of simply using computers for the 

Internet and research; computers should also be used for other purposes. Using a 

computer to create eBooks is a great opportunity for students to not only learn more 

about computers and different types of software but eBooks are a fun, and interactive 

tool for teaching and learning.  

 


